
Sponsorship
of the 10th REHVA Brussels Summit

The REHVA Brussels Summit is a yearly European event organized by REHVA in the

realm of sustainable building practices, renowned for bringing together industry

experts, policymakers, and professionals on a global platform.

The first day of the Summit is dedicated to REHVA's internal activities, featuring the

REHVA standing committee meetings. As a sponsor, you have access to these pivotal

meetings, where you can actively engage in essential decision-making processes that

shape the future of the Federation and the industry.

DAY 1: REHVA STANDING COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

REHVA RECEPTION AND DINNER

The first day ends with the traditional REHVA Reception and Dinner; an exclusive

networking event that offers the perfect setting to build connections with like-

minded individuals. As a sponsor, your brand will be prominently showcased during

this gathering, enhancing your visibility among key industry players and decision-

makers. You can also decide to give a short presentation of your company and your

achievement in the field of HVAC and sustainable buildings. 

The second day is dedicated to the Policy Conference, a full-day conference led by

esteemed experts, thought leaders, and industry pioneers. As a sponsor, your company

will enjoy prominent recognition throughout the conference (see more bellow). This

year, the conference will focus on “REHVA pathway to climate neutrality”. 

DAY 2: POLICY CONFERENCE 

Through engaging presentations, and panel discussions, attendees will delve into

strategies aimed at achieving climate neutrality within the built environment. Key

topics to be addressed will include the integration of renewable energy sources,

advancements in energy-efficient technologies, and the implementation of innovative

design approaches. Participants will explore practical solutions and best practices to

mitigate carbon emissions while enhancing indoor environmental quality and occupant

comfort. 

The event will serve as a platform for knowledge exchange, collaboration, and

collective action towards realizing a sustainable and climate-neutral future.

Participating in the Brussels Summit not only showcases your company's commitment to

environmental sustainability but also positions it as a key player dedicated to fostering

a greener and healthier future. By engaging with like-minded individuals and

organizations at this summit, your company has the opportunity to amplify its impact

and contribute to meaningful discussions and initiatives aimed at addressing pressing

environmental challenges. 



PLATINUM PACKAGE - 1 SLOT AVAILABLE

As Platinum Supporter, you are the main supporter of the event. 

WHAT IS IN IT FOR YOU? 

Your logo will be displayed on all promotional material (digital and printed). 

Your company's promotional material will be displayed at the Committee

Meetings (on day one) and a corner of the networking breaks will be dedicated

to your promotional content (on day two). 

You will get the possibility to give a 5 minutes speech during the REHVA Gala

Dinner and a 10 minutes speech during the Policy Conference. 

Your logo will be put around and behind the attendees badges (attached to a

lanyard). 

8.000€

REGULAR

Your logo will be displayed on all promotional material (digital and printed). Your

company's promotional material will be displayed at the Committee Meetings (on the

first day of the Brussels Summit). 

3.000€

SPONSOR PACKAGES


